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Dealer Candy's Family RV Scottsville
Phone: 8773729840
Email: import238763@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/14/2024

Description 2018 Jayco Jay Flight 27BHS, Stepping inside this Jay Flight 27BHS travel trailer
by Jayco you will notice that this travel trailer features a rear bath and rear bunks.
The single slide helps to open up the floor space in the living and kitchen area.As
you enter to your left there is an angled countertop with a double kitchen sink,
three burner range, microwave, refrigerator, and pantry/wardrobe. The opposite
side has a slide out booth dinette or optional free-standing table with chairs, and
a sofa or an optional hide-a-bed. The entertainment center can easily be viewed
while working in the kitchen or relaxing on the sofa. A bench/storage area with
overhead cabinets is straight inside the entry.In the front bedroom you will find a
queen bed with wardrobes on either side, and an overhead cabinet above the
head of bed, plus a sliding door for a bit more privacy.The rear bathroom is
located in the right corner of the trailer. Inside the bath you will find a sink,
medicine cabinet, tub/shower, and a toilet.There are a set of double size bunk
beds next to the bath in the rear of the trailer for the kids or guests.Snacks and
drinks can be stored in the refrigerator that the outside kitchen offers, or you can
fix your meal on the pull-out two burner stove and wash up at the sink.Outside of
the trailer you will also find exterior storage, an awning, and much more!

Basic information Year: 2018
Stock Number: UT570049
VIN Number: 1UJBJ0BP4J1TH0147
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 31
GVW: 8250
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 1

Item address Scottsville, Kentucky, United States
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